Effectiveness of proximal intra-operative salvage Palmaz stent placement for endoleak during endovascular aneurysm repair.
The use of a proximal Palmaz stent is a well-recognised technique to treat proximal endoleak in endovascular aortic repair. This study aimed to report the effectiveness and safety of an intra-operative Palmaz stent for immediate type 1a endoleak in Hong Kong patients. This case series was conducted at a tertiary hospital in Hong Kong. In a cohort of 494 patients who underwent infrarenal endovascular aortic repair from July 1999 to September 2015, 12 (2.4%) received an intra-operative proximal Palmaz stent for type 1a endoleak. Immediate and subsequent proximal endoleak on follow-up image was documented. Morphological review of the pre-repair aneurysm neck showed five conical, one funnel, five cylindrical and one undetermined short neck, with a median neck angle of 61 degrees (range, 19-109 degrees). Stent grafts used included seven Cook Zenith, one Cook Aorto-Uni-Iliac device, three Metronic Endurant, and one TriVascular Ovation. Eleven Palmaz stents were placed successfully as intended, but one of them was accidentally placed too low. Of the 12 type 1a endoleaks, postoperative imaging revealed immediate resolution of eight whilst four had improved. After a median follow-up of 16 (range, 1-59) months, none of the subsequent imaging showed a type 1a endoleak. The mean size of the aneurysm sac reduced from 7.4 cm preoperatively to 7.3 cm at 1 month, 6.9 cm at 6 months, 7.1 cm at 1 year, and 6.1 cm at 2 years postoperatively. None of these patients required aortic reintervention or had device-related early- or mid-term mortality. One patient required delayed iliac re-interventions for an occluded limb at 10 days post-surgery. In our cohort, Palmaz stenting was effective and safe in securing proximal sealing and fixation.